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       I understand why people do vote on the conservative side of the ticket
because people have a tendency to go for strong governments when
really, from an idealistic point of view, it's a bad thing. 
~David Lloyd

Not badly, considering I was seated between Jesus Christ and
Napoleon. 
~David Lloyd

I've always been a liberal and I've always had strong socialist leanings. 
~David Lloyd

I'm interested in how artists and writers do this, using art as therapy.
Escaping into the worlds we create. We're all victims and few of us are
truly free. 
~David Lloyd

Wimbledon is getting a bit too like Royal Ascot. It's not what happens or
who wins so much, as what clothes do I have on. 
~David Lloyd

We have to reserve the right to bomb the niggers. 
~David Lloyd

What do I think of the reverse sweep? It's like Manchester United
getting a penalty and Bryan Robson taking it with his head 
~David Lloyd

If this bloke's a Test match bowler, then my backside is a fire engine 
~David Lloyd

England have nothing to lose here, apart from this test match. 
~David Lloyd
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Kickback is a police thriller which I wrote. I'm very proud of it. I did it in
two parts for France because when I wrote it, there wasn't the audience
demand for crime stuff that there is now. 
~David Lloyd
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